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Abstract Ionospheric disturbances can be detrimental to

accuracy and reliability of GNSS positioning. We focus on

how ionospheric scintillation induces significant degrada-

tion to Precise Point Positioning (PPP) and how to improve

the performance of PPP during ionospheric scintillation

periods. We briefly describe these problems and give the

physical explanation of highly correlated phenomenon of

degraded PPP estimates and occurrence of ionospheric

scintillation. Three possible reasons can contribute to sig-

nificant accuracy degradation in the presence of iono-

spheric scintillation: (a) unexpected loss of lock of tracked

satellites which greatly reduces the available observations

and considerably weakens the geometry, (b) abnormal

blunders which are not properly mitigated by positioning

programs, and (c) failure of cycle slip detection algorithms

due to the high rate of total electronic content. The latter

two reasons are confirmed as the major causes of sudden

accuracy degradation by means of a comparative analysis.

To reduce their adverse effect on positioning, an improved

approach based on a robust iterative Kalman filter is

adopted to enhance the PPP performance. Before the data

enter the filter, the differential code biases are used for

GNSS data quality checking. Any satellite whose C1–P1

and P1–P2 biases exceed 10 and 30 m, respectively, will

be rejected. Both the Melbourne–Wubbena and geometry-

free combination are used for cycle slip detection. But the

thresholds are set more flexibly when ionospheric conditions

become unusual. With these steps, most of the outliers and

cycle slips can be effectively detected, and a first PPP

estimation can be carried out. Furthermore, an iterative PPP

estimator is utilized to mitigate the remaining gross errors and

cycle slips which will be reflected in the posterior residuals.

Further validation tests based on extensive experiments con-

firm our physical explanation and the new approach. The

results show that the improved approach effectively avoids a

large number of ambiguity resets which would otherwise be

necessary. It reduces the number of re-parameterized phase

ambiguities by approximately half, without scarifying the

accuracy and reliability of the PPP solution.

Keywords Ionospheric scintillation � Precise point

positioning � Cycle slip detection � Quality control

Introduction

Irregularities in electron density cause inhomogeneities in

the refractivity of the radio frequency (RF) signals when

traveling through the ionosphere. Rapid fluctuations of the

phase and amplitude of RF signals appear to cause iono-

spheric scintillation (Aaron and Basu 1994). Degradation of

performance due to the presence of ionospheric scintillation

is a major problem in satellite communications and radar

astronomical observations, particularly around equatorial

and auroral region (Skone 2001; Moreno et al. 2011). GNSS

satellite–receiver links traveling through the atmosphere are

also vulnerable to ionospheric scintillation. It disturbs GNSS

signals in several ways, including degradation of accuracy

and loss of signal tracking (Seo et al. 2007). Extensive

research about the occurrence of scintillation and its adverse

effects on the performance of GNSS receivers has been

reported in recent years (Moore et al. 2002; Alfonsi et al.

2006; Seo et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008; Silva et al. 2010;

Moreno et al. 2011; Demyanov et al. 2012). Recent studies

have shown that the tracking performance depends not only
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on the magnitude of scintillation, but also on the type of

receiver. The signal-tracking performance of a receiver may

vary widely between different manufacturers, tracking

technologies, and firmware versions (Skone et al. 2004).

During periods of small-scale ionospheric scintillation, both

the pseudorange and carrier phase measurements may

experience abnormal losses of lock or large errors (Aquino

et al. 2007). Such effects have a larger impact on the L2

tracking loops, leading to a significant impact on precise

positioning applications which require formation of wide-

lane and/or ionosphere-free observables (Skone et al. 2001).

From the perspective of GNSS positioning, it is beyond

the scope of this study to examine the physical aspects of

the ionospheric scintillations and receiver-tracking tech-

nology. We are instead concerned about a mathematical

approach or strategy which could possibly be advantageous

during periods of scintillation. Ideally, the satellite–recei-

ver links most affected by scintillation should be isolated

and deleted from the solution. However, this could be

detrimental to the quality of the resulting satellite geome-

try. To get a good positioning performance in the presence

of ionospheric scintillation, Aquino et al. (2009) presented

an improved stochastic model for GPS relative positioning.

Scintillation indices such as S4 and ru (Van Dierendonck

2001) recorded by specially designed GPS receivers were

used to calculate the code and carrier phase tracking error

variance according to the models described by Conker et al.

(2003). Although the experiments and results are encour-

aging, further research is necessary for practical future use

since most geodetic GNSS receivers do not measure scin-

tillation parameters. To reduce the effects of sudden changes

in geometry observed during epochs of signal loss, Moreno

et al. (2011) defined a weighting function depending on the

geometric dilution of precision (GDOP) for PPP solution.

Nevertheless, there is no significant improvement during a

period of ionospheric scintillation. Large variations of sev-

eral meters in altitude/latitude can still be observed. Similar

phenomena occurred during data processing by an online

program CSRS–PPP (Canadian Spatial Reference System–

PPP, Natural Resources of Canada, http://www.geod.nrcan.

gc.ca/products-produits/ppp_e.php), reaching errors of sev-

eral meters to tens of meters for kinematic PPP. The reason

why an ionospheric scintillation induces a significant deg-

radation of PPP is not yet clear and how to deal with this

problem is unsolved. We show the reason why ionospheric

scintillation degrades PPP estimates, beyond what is

explained in Moreno et al. (2011). Then, an effective

approach to improve PPP performance in the presence of

ionospheric scintillation will be proposed and validated.

Problems presented by Moreno

Moreno et al. (2011) investigated the relationship between

large changes in the rate of vertical total electronic con-

tent (TEC) and positioning errors in single-epoch PPP.

Data recorded on April 18–22, 2004 (DOY 109–112), at

MALI International GNSS Service (IGS) station located

at equatorial latitudes were of particular interest, because

high TEC gradients were observed during these days. In

contrast, data recorded on April 17, 2004 (DOY 108), at

two other IGS stations (MAS1, PRE1) located at middle

latitudes were also studied by Moreno since no significant

TEC gradients were observed. Figure 1 shows the rate of

vertical TEC (ROT) units of TECU/30 s and corre-

sponding epoch-wise PPP errors in meters at MALI dur-

ing 10:00–22:00 UT on DOY 108, 109, and 112 of 2004.

As shown in the first two columns of Fig. 1, during a day

(DOY 108) with small TEC variation, the errors in alti-

tude present variation of less than 0.5 m. However, there

is a significant increase in the error of the MALI altitude

estimates from 17:00 to 22:00 UT on days 109 and 112

when the values of ROT are irregular and large. To

confirm these results obtained with single-epoch PPP, the

same data were reprocessed in kinematic mode with

the online program CSRS–PPP, and the errors in altitude

are shown in the third column of Fig. 1. Corroborating the

results in the second column of Fig. 1, the solution from

CSRS also experienced large variations on days 109 and

112 for the MALI station. These errors reached 2 m

on day 109 at about 20:00 and were higher than 20 m on

day 112.

An unexpected loss of lock of a tracked satellite that

weakens the geometry considerably would be reflected in a

sudden increase of the geometric dilution of precision

(GDOP), which would give rise to degraded positioning

accuracy. In order to reduce and smooth the effect of poor

satellite geometry and sudden loss of lock on the PPP

estimation, the dependence on satellite geometry has been

mitigated by means of GDOP based weighting in Moreno’s

solution. However, this does not eliminate the significant

increase of positioning error during the periods of iono-

spheric scintillation. Therefore, in the above situation, the

abrupt changes in the satellite geometry can be discarded as

possible cause of such errors. So Moreno et al. (2011) point

out that the presence of large ROT observed at equatorial

latitudes can induce a significant degradation of dual-fre-

quency PPP estimations. But the actual cause behind this

phenomenon and actions for improvement are not investi-

gated in detail.
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Influences of ionospheric scintillation on PPP

Three major potential reasons possibly contribute to the

significant accuracy degradation in the presence of iono-

spheric scintillation: (a) unexpected loss of lock of tracked

satellites which greatly reduces the number of available

observations and weakens the geometry; (b) abnormal

blunders which are not properly mitigated in PPP estima-

tion; and (c) failure of cycle slips detection algorithms due to

large ROT. Moreno et al. (2011) have investigated the first

reason by comparing the number of satellite and GDOP

values on days 108, 109, and 112. Nevertheless, there is no

significant change in the number of satellites or signal

geometry during the period from 17:00 to 22:00. This

indicates that we can exclude the first potential reason as a

cause of the abrupt variations in PPP solution. Therefore, in

this work, we mainly focus on the latter two possibilities.

The effect of ionospheric scintillation

on GNSS observables

The range measurements on a specific satellite-receiver

link are widely described by the following equations

(Gao et al. 2001):

C1 ¼ qþ dqC1 þ dsat=C1 þ drcv=C1 þ SC1 þ eðC1Þ ð1Þ

P1 ¼ qþ dqP1 þ dsat=P1 þ drcv=P1 þ SP1 þ eðP1Þ ð2Þ

P2 ¼ qþ dqP2 þ dsat=P2 þ drcv=P2 þ SP2 þ eðP2Þ ð3Þ

where q is the true geometric range between receiver and

satellite, dq is the range error that includes satellite orbit

error, clock error, tropospheric delay and ionospheric

delay, dsat=C1, drcv=C1, dsat=P1, drcv=P1, dsat=P2, and drcv=P2 are

the constant satellite and receiver biases on C/A code and

P code pseudoranges, and SC1, SP1, and SP2 are satellite-

independent but time-variant signals in C1, P1, and

P2 pseudorange, respectively. The symbol eð�Þ includes

pseudorange noise and multipath effect.

In order to reveal the possible cause of accuracy deg-

radation resulting from contaminated measurements, three

observables are defined as,

dC1P1 ¼ C1 � P1 ¼ dsat=C1�P1

þ drcv=C1�P1 þ SC1�P1 þ e ð4Þ

dP1P2 ¼ P1 � P2

¼ dsat=P1�P2 þ drcv=P1�P2 þ SP1�P2 þ diono þ 1 ð5Þ

dL1L2 ¼ Dðk1L1 � k2L2Þ ¼ �Dd
j
iono þ n ð6Þ

where k1 and k2 are wavelength of L1 and L2, and

dsat=C1�P1, drcv=C1�P1, dsat=P1�P2, and drcv=P1�P2 are differ-

ential constant satellite and receiver code biases between

different code measurements, SC1�P1 and SP1�P2 are dif-

ferential time-variant signals between different codes, D is

the epoch difference operator, diono is the residual iono-

spheric delay, and e, 1, and n are the combination of

unknown residual errors, multipath effect and noise of each

observable.

Fig. 1 ROT and PPP solutions

of MALI on days 108, 109, and

112 of 2004 from Moreno. Left

column shows the rate of

vertical TEC obtained at MALI

station for satellites over 15�
elevation; middle column shows

the estimated altitude biases

obtained by Moreno; right

column shows the estimated

altitude biases obtained with

CSRS–PPP. Horizontal axis

shows time in UT
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In Fig. 2, the time series of the three observables defined

above for all satellites for days 108, 109, and 112 are presented

for MALI. According to the left panels (MALI 108), it is clear

that the time series of dC1P1 and dP1P2 behave as a combi-

nation of constant sequences and time-variant signals for each

satellite as suggested by (4–5). Due to the ionospheric delay,

dP1P2 is much larger than dC1P1, but the absolute value of

both is no more than 20 m for almost all satellites during the

whole period. The time series dL1L2 behaves like a noise

sequence when large cycle slips are excluded; it varies within

0.1 m. When affected by several small cycle slips, the abso-

lute value of dL1L2 can reach a few decimeters. As shown by

the middle and right panels, we notice that the raw pseudo-

ranges of a few satellites are greatly degraded during the

periods of ionospheric scintillation (UT 18:00–22:00) on days

109 and 112. Sometimes, the discrepancies between C1, P1

and P2 could differ up to tens of kilometers. Moreover, the

time series of dL1L2 does not behave like a noise sequence any

longer due to the fast variation of ionospheric delay. The value

of dL1L2 for most satellites is much larger than usual and

shows a dispersive distribution. It should be noted that only

those signals that travel through the disturbed ionosphere

would present abnormal or unexpected observables. For a

given epoch, only the pseudoranges of a few satellites are

deteriorated while the observable of dL1L2 for most satellites

are affected simultaneously.

Figures 1, 2 have corroborated a strong relationship

between the deteriorated observables and accuracy degra-

dation. The deteriorated measurements would lead to

unexpected behavior of the positioning algorithms and

software. Fortunately, most software is able to detect and

excludes deteriorated code measurements which manifest

as gross errors in the pre-processing stage. But the large

residual ionospheric delay in observable dL1L2 decreases

the reliability of cycle slip detection process, since the

thresholds may be invalid during periods of ionospheric

scintillation. Further validation of this phenomenon is

presented in ‘‘Ionospheric scintillation effect on cycle slip

detection’’ section.

Ionospheric scintillation effect on cycle slip detection

For the purpose of reliability, several methods are com-

bined for cycle slip detection during the pre-processing

stage. TurboEdit (Blewitt 1990) is a widely used algorithm

for GNSS data editing. It covers the following two basic

detection observables:

TGF ¼ Dðk1L1 � k2L2Þ
¼ ð1� aÞDI þ k1DN1 � k2DN2 þ nGF ð7Þ

TMW ¼
1

kWL

ðDLWL � DPNLÞ ¼ DN1 � DN2 þ nMW ð8Þ
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Fig. 2 Time series of dC1P1, dP1P2, dL1L2 on days 108 (left), 109 (middle), and 112 (right) at MALI station. The horizontal axis shows time

in UT
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where TGF and TMW are, respectively, the geometry-free

(GF) and Melbourne–Wubbena (MW) combination

observables. LWL is the wide-lane phase measurement, PNL

is the narrow-lane code measurement, N1 and N2 are the

ambiguities of L1and L2,respectively, n is the combination

of multipath and observation noise, and D is the epoch

difference operator.

The TMW function denotes the ionospheric-free delay and

is insensitive to variations in non-dispersive delays, recei-

ver-satellite relative motion, and tropospheric delay.

However, TGF is sensitive to ionospheric activity. The

observable TGF might not be modeled accurately if the

residual ionospheric delay changes irregularly. The cycle

slip detection algorithm when setting a strict threshold to

decide whether a cycle slip happens appears to be overly

conservative. Consequently, the default threshold value, for

example, 0.05–0.15 m depending on sampling rate, may be

invalid and must be reset to a more flexible value should

ionospheric conditions become unusual. This may be a

possible cause of accuracy degradation because ambiguities

are frequently re-initialized unnecessarily in this case. To

support this, the observables TMW and TGF of all available

satellites under different ionosphere conditions were calcu-

lated and used separately for cycle slip detection. Figure 3

shows the time series of TMW and TGF during 10:00–22:00

UT on days 108, 109, and 112. The corresponding detection

results, including the number of usable satellites NSV and the

number of detected cycle slips in NMW and NGF, are shown

in Fig. 4. Since there is no unified threshold for all cir-

cumstances, the threshold value of TMW and TGF is com-

monly set to 1–2 cycles and 0.05–0.15 m, respectively.

Examining Fig. 3, we can find that both TMW and TGF are

affected by ionospheric scintillation but with different

degrees. During the disturbed ionosphere periods, most

satellites keep a small and continuous TMW. Only the TMW of

a few satellites are larger than usual because of the degraded

code measurements. However, the value of TGF changes

rapidly and most of them are larger than 0.1 m. Fig. 4 shows

that only 0–2 satellites were detected having cycle slips at the

same time using either TMW or TGF observable during the

quiet ionospheric conditions. Moreover, for any specific

detection method, the detection results are quite similar at the

same epoch (local time) from different days due to the

repeatability of satellite orbits. However, the detection

results are completely inconsistent with each other during
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18:00–22:00 UT on days 109 and 112. For a given epoch, the

number of cycle slips detected by TMW continues to be 0–2,

but the number of satellites which are marked as affected by

cycle slips reaches about 4–5 when using TGF as a cycle slip

indicator. Although the MW combination is insensitive to the

extremely unlikely event that identical cycle slips occur on

each frequency, the detection results from TMW can be

regarded as the true case with high confidence. Therefore, it

can be concluded that TGF is much more stringent than TMW,

but it is often spurious. This is reasonable when we

acknowledge the fact that the GF combination is sensitive to

ionospheric activity. The rapid variation of conditions in the

ionosphere leads to an unexpectedly large residual iono-

spheric delay which far exceeds the default threshold set in

the conventional algorithm.

It should be noted that the flagged cycle slips may not

always be real cycle slips since optimal threshold values

are critical but difficult to determine. In order to edit the

GNSS data as cleanly as possible, relatively tight threshold

values are usually adopted for preprocessing. Tight

thresholds are more sensitive to cycle slips but sometimes

may be overly conservative in determining whether a cycle

slip has occurred. Clearly, frequent unnecessary ambiguity

resets would weaken the positioning geometry and reli-

ability of the parameter estimation. Further validations will

be presented in ‘‘Performance testing’’ section.

An improved approach

To avoid accepting spurious cycle slips as true cycle slips,

we propose a simple but robust method to deal with this

problem and then improve the positioning accuracy in the

presence of ionospheric scintillation. Figure 5 shows the

flowchart of the improved approach in detail. First, we

make a brief check of the differential code biases at a given

epoch (i) so that any satellite (j) with blunders will be

rejected. Furthermore, both MW and GF combinations as

shown in (7–8) are used for cycle slip detection. Compared

with the conventional method, relatively loose threshold

values are chosen to reduce the adverse effect of iono-

spheric activity and avoid unnecessary ambiguity resets.

With the first two steps, most of the gross errors can be

successfully rejected and slips greater than 2 cycles will be

marked and re-parameterized. Then, first PPP estimation

will be conducted.

In Fig. 5, the constants K1–K4 are the thresholds of the

observable dC1P1, dP1P2, TMW, and TGF, respectively. To

obtain proper threshold values, large data sets recorded by

different GPS receiver types have been collected to analyze

the variation of the four observables. Since TMW is less

sensitive to ionospheric condition and can be refined by

averaging algorithm, we mainly focus on the other three

observables. A few typical examples are presented in

Fig. 6 which shows the time series of dC1P1, dP1P2, dL1L2

on MALI, GLPS, and WUHN at day 110, 2004.

As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 6, the difference between

coarse code (C) and precise code (P), that is, dC1P1, ranges

from decimeters to a few meters on the same frequency.

The code bias between different frequencies dP1P2 is about

2–3 times larger than dC1P1 and shows a significant time-

varying signal. It should be noted that sometimes C1 and P1

may not be simultaneously available (e.g. C1, P2, L1, and

L2), and then, dC1P1 and dP1P2 cannot be used for
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Fig. 5 Procedure of the improved approach
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pseudorange quality check. In this case, P1 can be substi-

tuted by C1 for computing dC1P2. With regard to dL1L2, it

is only a few centimeters for most of the time when large

cycle slips are excluded, but sometimes it reaches about

0.3–0.5 m due to the sudden ionospheric disturbance and

multipath effect. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity and

uniformity, the threshold values are given as follows:

K1 ¼ 10 m; K2 ¼ 30 m

K3 ¼ 2 cycle; K4 ¼ 0:5 m

�
ð9Þ

In the first PPP estimation, a few small cycle slips are

possibly ignored since relatively loose threshold values

were set for cycle slip detection. This would definitely have

adverse effects on the subsequent positioning results.

Fortunately, the remaining outliers and small cycle slips

that have not been detected for the first runs will be

reflected in the posterior residual errors. Therefore, further

compensations could be made by introducing a weight

function (Yang et al. 2001),

�pj ¼

pj ~vj

�� ��� h0

pj
h0

~vjj j
h1� ~vjj j
h1�h0

� �2

h0\ ~vj

�� ��� h1

0 ~vj

�� ��[ h1

8>>><
>>>:

ð10Þ

where ~vj is the standardized residual of satellite j; pj and �pj

refer to the prior and posterior (or equivalent) weight; h0

and h1 are constants. Practical values for h0 are 1.0–1.5 and

3.0–4.5 for h1(Yang et al. 2001).

Obviously, the value �pj decreases as ~vj increases. The

three-segment function adaptively decreases the contribu-

tion of remaining outliers and cycle slips in the following

filtering. Once the covariance matrix of the observation

equation is adapted, the stochastic mode of the state tran-

sition equation should be adjusted simultaneously so that

the error of the predicted states such as predicted ambi-

guities will not influence the updated estimates. In this

case, the remaining cycle slips will be compensated by

means of ambiguity re-initialization.

Performance testing

In order to illustrate the performance of our approach, we

used data sets recorded in static and kinematic modes, and

in quiet and disturbed ionospheric situations. Since we are

more concerned with the epoch-wise PPP solution during

periods of ionospheric scintillation, only a few kinematic

examples are shown in this section. For comparison, the
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Fig. 6 Time series of dC1P1, dP1P2, dL1L2 at MALI (left), GLPS (middle), and WUHN (right) on day 110. The horizontal axis shows time in UT
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PPP software TriP developed at Wuhan University (Zhang

and Andersen 2006) is used for a PPP solution with both

the conventional and improved approaches. The conven-

tional approach uses the TurboEdit algorithm with tight

thresholds for GNSS data editing, while the improved

approach sets looser thresholds but combines this with data

snooping and robust estimation.

To validate our physical explanation as presented in

‘‘Influences of ionospheric scintillation on PPP’’ section,

we first investigate the kinematic PPP performance using

the same data as selected by Moreno et al. (2011). The

corresponding positioning results including the estimated

latitude (Lat), longitude (Lon), and altitude (Alt) were

obtained, and the differences with respect to IGS05 posi-

tion are presented in Fig. 7. In these plots, the blue curves

show the positioning error of the conventional approach,

and the red ones show the positioning error of the improved

approach.

It can be observed here that the positioning error varies

by less than 0.2 m in horizontal and 0.5 m in vertical

direction for most of the time, particularly during day 108,

which was a quiet day. This shows that without ionospheric

disturbance, there is no significant discrepancy between the

positioning accuracy of both the conventional and

improved approach. However, large variations up to sev-

eral meters can be observed on days 109 and 112 during the

periods 17:00–22:00 UT when conventional approach was

adopted for epoch-wise PPP solution, which is in agree-

ment with the solutions of Moreno et al. (2011) and CSRS–

PPP. The red curve shows that we can obtain smoothly

running and accurate coordinate solutions even under the

presence of ionospheric scintillation once the improved

approach is introduced. Consequently, this supports our

point of view for the accuracy degradation during the

disturbed ionospheric conditions as given in ‘‘Influences of

ionospheric scintillation on PPP’’ section.

Further validations have been performed for data from

IGS stations NKLG (N 0.3�, E 9.6�) and GLPS (N -0.7�, E

-90.3�), which are both located in equatorial regions and

therefore under the influence of ionospheric scintillation.

Figure 8 shows the number of re-parameterized phase
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ambiguities of these two stations on day 110 of 2004, and

Fig. 9 shows the consequent positioning accuracy based on

the conventional and improved PPP algorithm. Similarly,

the blue and red curves correspond to the results of con-

ventional and improved approach, respectively.

As mentioned in ‘‘Influences of ionospheric scintilla-

tion on PPP’’ section, the conventional approach is

extremely sensitive to the ionospheric anomalies. Some-

times, satellites will be erroneously marked as having

cycle slips, leading to an increase in the number of

re-parameterized phase ambiguities. Due to this increase

in the number of ambiguity parameters as shown in

Fig. 8, the PPP performance decreases significantly dur-

ing the periods from 19:00 to 23:00 UT at NKLG and

02:00–04:00 UT at GLPS. Compared with the conven-

tional approach, the improved algorithm effectively

avoids a large number of unnecessary ambiguity resets by

means of loosening the thresholds. It reduces by half the

number of re-parameterized phase ambiguities, without

scarifying the accuracy and reliability of the PPP solution.

This is reasonable taking into account that a robust Kal-

man filter combined with data snooping is applied for

further quality control during the processing stage. With

the improved approach, the positioning accuracy reaches

about 0.1–0.2 m in the horizontal and 0.2–0.3 m in the

vertical direction during periods of ionospheric scintilla-

tion after a short initialization period.

Discussion and conclusions

Performance degradation due to ionospheric scintillations

is a major problem in GNSS applications. Ionospheric

scintillation disturbs GNSS positioning in a number of

ways, including degradation of accuracy through range

errors and the loss of signal tracking. Concentrating on the

problem of why a large ROT is accompanied by posi-

tioning degradation and how to improve the PPP perfor-

mance, which were not fully explained and investigated

by Moreno et al. (2011), we discussed possible causes of

accuracy degradation and put forward an improved

approach to enhance the accuracy and reliability of PPP.

To eliminate large positioning errors during ionospheric

disturbances, an improved approach has been proposed,

and numerical experiments have been performed for vali-

dation. The results show that the improved approach is able

to avoid unnecessary rejection or re-initialization, it redu-

ces by half the number of re-parameterized phase ambi-

guities without scarifying the accuracy and reliability of the

PPP solution. This method prevents the sudden variations

in estimated position that are common in periods of iono-

spheric scintillation and maintains the position estimate

with an accuracy of about 0.1–0.2 m in horizontal and

0.2–0.3 m in vertical, which represents a large improve-

ment over conventional approaches. However, a problem

worthy to be pointed out is that, even though the improved

approach may effectively distinguish true cycle slips from

spurious ones in the presence of ionospheric scintillation, it

is unable to improve the PPP performance when real cycle

slips are present.
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